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Facebook comments =
reader interaction = 

higher page counts = return visits 

� The life of a story no longer ends when it is published. 
Instead, with online commenting, its life is just beginning.

� Comments provide journalists with a great opportunity 
to engage readers, see different opinions, learn new 
angles to a story, and develop sources.

� We also want increased traffic on stories from 
Facebook. The more people comment and share our 
stories, the higher FB ranks them as top stories, pages 
people might be interested in.





What we expect from you

� You should be posting your stories and other 
Daily Herald stories to your Facebook pages 
that will likely draw more reader engagement. 
Just like we used the term “talkers” for the 
print product, there are online “talkers” that we 
want to promote on Facebook 

� You should be commenting on your stories, 
asking questions, responding to questions.



Tips for posting

� Passion topics: Passion topics: Passion topics: Passion topics: People are passionate in the 
suburbs about their kids, their schools, their 
money, their commutes, their politics. You know 
what people in your towns care about; post that.

� Quirky:Quirky:Quirky:Quirky: People are fascinated with the unique, 
the special, the quirky. 

� Images, videosImages, videosImages, videosImages, videos are most “shareable” so when 
you post those stories on FB, it’s worth 
mentioning that attached multimedia assets.



Which stands
out more?



Tips for posting

� Timing: Talk to readers when it’s convenient for 
them, not you. FB traffic peaks 1-3 pm daily. 
Wednesday 3 pm is the best time. Thursday, Friday 
are best days. Monday-Wednesday are the worst. 
Pre-8 am, post-8pm the best.

� Word choice:Words that end to increase 
engagement: comment, take, submit, like, tell us.

� Questions: Ask them at the end v. the beginning. 
Why questions generally perform poorly. “Where,” 
“when” and “should” get high comment response; 
“would” often gets high likes.



Participation inequality

� Comments likely 
represent only a
sliver of audience.

� The craziest, 
angriest shout
the loudest.

� Don’t take five 
comments on your story against pension reform 
and believe that “everyone” is against pension 
reform. 



Handling comments

� Go on the offensive. Find your story, post a 

comment on it. Ask a question: The 

legislators were sworn in today: What 

questions should we be asking them during 

the upcoming session? You can help start the 

conversation – and get it off on the right foot.

� Don’t show your agitation or aggravation



Handling comments

� Do not respond 

to someone 
who is clearly
trying to
bait you. 

� We want to 
encourage 
quality
comments so make sure you are rewarding the best with your 
attention v. giving all your attention to the negative ones. 





Handling comments

� Feel free to reply to a person’s post or tag them 
comment on the story.

� Never treat anyone differently online than you would in 
person. Don’t correct them for typos. Don’t be rude. 
Don’t cut them off.

� If you see a great comment, say thanks and that you’re 
going to suggest it for the Comment Extra column or 
commenter profile (then share that comment with 
Teresa and Jim Slusher).

� If someone points out an error and they’re right, thank 
them and correct the story. If they’re wrong, be careful 
about correcting them. You can cite the correct 
information, but don’t get into an argument.



Handling comments

� Do not take

comments 
personally, 
no matter how
personal they
are. They put the commenter in a bad light 
far more than they do you or your story.



Handling comments

� You are not committed to a lifelong 
discussion. You can bail at any time.



Handling comments

� Remember
you are 
always acting
as an employee
of the Daily 
Herald. 

� People are more
likely to engage
with you as a 
person. Be 
professional but real.

� Be creative.


